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OUR AIM - "To promote, foster and practice the arts
of bookbinding, graphic arts and kindred
arts."

MEETINGS - SecondWednesdayeach month in Room402,
D Block, Kelvin Grove College of Advanced
Education, at 7.3O p.m.

MEM BERSHI P FEES - (For t9B4/s)

Single $15.00
Family $22.50
Country $ 7.5O

Membership entitles you to attend meetings
and purchase stock from the Guild, receive
the Newsletterand participate in workshops
etc.

VISITORS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME

The Queensland Bookbinders'Guild receives r

financial assistance from the Queensland
Government Directorate of Cultural Activ-
ities.

lssN o725-o711
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Ig9sIAl
tBinding can never become a fine art unless invention goes hand

in hand with the execution which now lea'res nothing to be desired.
In all d.epartments of d.ecorative art we see the sarne inability to
escape from the traditions of the past, but in none has there been

such servile copying of the o1i moCels as in the decoration of books.l

This was written in the early f89Os by a certain Miss Prideaux
in her Introduction to the Catalogue of the Exhibition of Bookbinding,
at the Burlington Fine Arts C1ub. How just were her comments then and

how true are they stiI1 today?

Over recent months, rnembers of the QBG have been able to judge

for themselves. Margaret Lockrs lecture (presented in this issue)
takes off from the time of Miss Prideauxr s observation. Reaching

forward, into the present, both Maureen Dukers lecture and the
Designer Bookbind.ing exhibition (al-so reviewed herein) attest not only
to the technical excellence of nodern bookbinding but also to its
artistic inventiveness. If bookbinding bver was blighted by the
rservile copying of the o1d nodelsr that accusation can certainly not
be Ieve11ed. today.

It looks as though there will be a contingent of about 10

people from Queensland attending the First National Conference of
Craft Bookbinders - Australia in Canberra from 9 - 11th November,

followed by workshops given by Anthony Cains. As a esult, many

of our members will stil1 be away on November 14th, the date of our
next meeting.

It has been decided. to postpone the meeting to Wednesd.ay,

Novenber 21st and the topic will be a report on the activities of
the conference.

Donr t forget the Decernber Christmas meeting which will take the
forrn of a party. Sring a partner, a plate of goodies and any

bookbinding topic you think might interest other members. As an

experinrent, we are conducting a rBring and Buyr sale this night.
Bring along any od.d. scraps of marbleC paperr supercederl too1s,
unwanted bits of board etc and if you want to se1I themr mark then

with your name and a price. Bring along your wal1et too in case

you should be tempted to buy. Members will also be able to examine

our latest piece of equipment, a leather paring machine.
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Your programme of meetings for the first six months of

1985 is incl-uded in this issue. We ha're decided to do this for
ease of program:ring, as so far we ha.re been unable to fill the
seccnd, half of the year. If you have any suggestions for subjects
of talks or demonstrations, or know of possible spu.akers, please let
the Hon. Sec. know. Remember, this is your guild and we want to
prov'.de meetings Eg are interested in.

gSAIg IIIAIg
The visiting top Swiss bookbi.nder, Hugo Pel1er, will be in

Brisbane frorn JOth November to 4ttr December to give workshops on

the weekend of December 1st and 2nd. These will be held at the
Comnunity Arts Centre, 109 Edward St and although deiails are not
completely finalised, one will be on rFine binding finishing
techniquesr with demonstrations of sone of the techniques used.

in the recent rContemporary Designer Bookbindingsr exhibition. The

other one will be on rThe application of design principles to
bookbindingr. Neither of these topics requires a vast experience

in bookbind.ing techniques, and as they should be more of the nature
of demonstrations, you would gain just as much by watching as by
joining in.

The cost wiLl be $15.00 /d^y, including coffee and tea, but not
1unch.

If you are interested in either of these workshops, please 1et
the Hon. Sec.1 J. IlcNicol, 848 3?74 or the Hon. Treasurer, Roy

Johnston, 5? 51JB know and an application form with exact details
will be sent to you.

!3AT.EE 3. I.ABI.T.g. UAggITg
The Guild has acquired a leather paring machine made by

James Brockman of Oxford and brought here by Maureen Duke on her

Leclure/workshop tour. The cutting blade is an ordinary razor

blade and it can be used for straight paringr orr when tiltedt
for edge paring.

Members who would like to borrow the machine should apply

to the Acting Purchasing Officer, Fay Dean, ph. 848 ,5r1.
Operating instructions are provided, but borrowers should provi.de

their own razor blades. Maximum lending time will be one weekt

after this a fee of two dollars a day will be charged and borrowers

must pick up and return it themsel'res.
188
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On fuesday 14 August, Maureen Duke gave a slide lecture on

contemporary English bookbinding. Maureen Duke was taught by

I'Jill-iam Matthews; she now teaches fine binding and restoration at the

Guildford County College of Technology. The talk was designed as an

introduction to the exhibition rContemporary Designer Bookbindings -
Europe and Australiar, organised by the Crafts Council of Australia.

rDesignert or rbibliochiler bindings are special, one-off
bindings intended to demonstrate the binderrs craftsmanship and

artistic ability. Like any good binding, a designer binding should

make anyone who looks at it want to pick up the book and read it. It
must open wel1 and keep the text block secure over years of use.

Twentieth-ce,ntury bookbind.ers such as Philip Smith have developed craft
binding as an e<pressive medium, interpreting the meaning of the text
with the same seriousness and stylistic freedom ss a painter or

sculptor. A designer binder is not tied to traditional decorative
schemes. He can develop a more personalr individual styIe" He may

be influenced by the work of other binders and by contemporary art
and decorative arts, but his bindings can always be readily identified
as his. Every aspect and detail of the binding is considered. The

binder can utilise the construction and decoration of the box (or boxes)

in which the book is enclosed, the endpapers and the adjoining
d.ouble page spreads to develop and extend the theme of the.cover-
the backs of a set of volumes on the shelf nay form their own design.
Occasional-I-y the rbook as objectr becomes a tbind.ing as objectr where

the decoration dominates and the book ceases to be a functional
reading text. However, too much creative imagination, nisappliedt

Mrs. Duke started by showing several traditional approaches to
binding design: the binding can identify the contents, interpret the

theme of the book, glorify the text by encasing it in precious

materials, or testify to the prestige of its owner. She introduced
some of the contemporary bindings with medieval and Renaissance

examples which had a sinilar use of materialsr decorative scheme or
technique. She hoped that by shoi,ring how many aspects of
contemporary binding are closely linked to traditional practice,
she might be able to reduce our initial resistance to some of the nore

unusual modern bindings. If semi-precious stones, bas-reli.ef ivory

TURE bv MAUREiIN DUKEs!r.!.s
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plaques, enamels, metal bosses, corners and clasps, velvet and

embroidery are accepted as beautiful and appropriate on tenth- to
seventeenth-century books, these and other materials (crumpled

leather, a leather g1ove, metallic foil, nylon fishing 1ine, a piece of
wool fleece) should similarly seem apposite on twentieth-century
bindings. Among the new materials available are acryllic mediurn

(David Sellars mixes this with leather dust) and acryllic paint
(which Jeff Clements uses to paint the edges of leather onlays). 

.

Traditional materials can be used in unusual ways. Trevor Jones

draws on leather with a pen fiIled with leather dye. l,iooden boards,
once used for their weight to keep vellum pages flat and hidden under

leather and neta1, are now chosen for the beauty of their grain. One

of Maureen Dukers own bindings, on a book about wood., had a leather
back and exposed, varnished boards of English yew. The binder nay

be inspired by traditional designs or method.s of decoration which he

modifies (sometimes radically) to suit his own design. For exanple,
Sydney Cockerell has built a gold-tooling device that enables him to
rule the entire cover with paral1e1 lines with engineering precision,
and another which impresses three-dimensional, domed dots. The

subtlety possible in tooling was seen in the binCings of WiLliam

Matthews and the French designer Paul Bonet. On one binding,
Matthews had tooled groups of lines at various angles to the surface
of the leather so that each area would catch and reflect the light
differently, giving them the appearance of three-dimensional,
receding and rotating planes. The workmen who executed. Paul Bonetrs

design used line gouges with astonishing precision, transforming the

pattern into an illusion of concentric noundsr heaving and rippling
out from the centre roundel.

Most twentieth-century binders treat the whole cover ( front and

back boards and the spine) as a continuous whoIe. Inlays and tooling
spread across the joints. Some bindings use actual changes of level
on the cover. Occasionally the juxtaposition of shapes and colours
make an area seem to be in relief when it is inset. Some of the
most effective bindings were decorated with a limited range of
simple tools amd coloured leather onlays.

Because Mrs. Duke knows some of the binders whose work she

showedl she was able to share her personal insights into their
working methods and philosophies. For example, the intriguing design

of one of Sa1ly Lou Smithr s bindings actually resulted from her
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runninsoutofleatheratthebackfore.edge;andthedesignof
one of Arthur Johnsonrs binCings (of Picassors Erotic Gravures) was

inspired by the cross-section of the red cabbage he was cutting

up for dinner. Faith shannon got the idea for her thalf-boundl

binding from a cut-away diagram of the parts of a book in Arthur

Johnsonrs Bookbinding manual (Thames and Hudsonr 19?B). Her

binding could be used as a dernonstration of different sewing'

forwarding and finishing techniques, 43teria1s aad decorative

styles. Millboard, mu11, linen thread, lining papers etc also form

a beautiful abstract pattern. For me, it rras also a witty comment

on the rarts and craftsr emphasis on letting the natural

character of the materials and the construction determine the design'

Margaret Lock

>--jia?i#iiF

AmI{I THE I/ORKSHOPS

Bill Horton, Iulaureen

Duke, Joanna Deano-

t
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Ken Bishoo, l'laureen Duke
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Brisbane, August - September 1984

August '1!84 witnessed the climax of four years of efforts by
the crafts council of Australia and the Australian bookbinding
guilds to bring a travelling exhibition of fine bindings to
Australia when the Contemporary Designer Bookbindings Exhibition opened
in Brisbane at the City HaII. In retrospect, it was all well worth the
effort involved; and for those who saw it, books will never be quite
the same again, because they will look at them with new eyes and a better
understanding of the artistic flair and impeccable craftsmanship that
goes into the making of a fine binding.

There were fifteen books each from England, France and
Switzerland as well as ten Australian books, nore of which 1ater.
They varied in size from Brigitta Elmer's tiny rprobepackungr which
was wrapped in a chemise and then a trorocco covered case, to Philip
Smithrs rSong of Solomonr, one of his famous demonstrations of the
art of using tnarilr leather, and Hugo Pellerfs even 1arger rsept

Calligrammes'. The first of these was a remarkabl-e d.emonstration of
what can be d.one with a minimum nurober of tools - just a few short
Iine palletsr a couple of dots and an enormous amount of imagination.

Most of the books were bound in morocco or boxcalf, rich in goId,
palladiura and blind tooling and colourful onlays with a few variations
in veI1um, parchment, wood and copper. The French books were
conspicuous by their use of Iong, thin multicoloured onlays and the
swiss by their sinuous horizontar designs in onray and tool-ing.
An interesting technique applied by Hugo Peller on his outstanding
set of six tC.J. Burckhardt tJerker and Louis Rietnann was the use of
thin strips of whj.te leather. What appeared to be white line tocling
turned out to be blind tooling fil1ed with these long filaments,
not more than 2mm wide. Remarkably effective and very difficult to
keep glued in position.

The English books were mostly from the private collection of
Elizabeth Greenhill and contained one or two controversial
experimental bindings. Otherwise they were representative bindings
by famous people such as sydney cockerell, Bernard. Middleton, Edgar
Mansfield and salry Lou smith, embodying techniques that one could

10)



visualise using, though not necessarily with the same success.

One of the biggest surprises to us Queenslanders )-ay in the

Australian selection. They were quite on a par with the overseas

books, both in forwarding and imaginative decorative treatment, so it
is interesting to note that while we may not have the same quantityt
the quality is there. Particularly impressive was Ron Eadiers rThe

Amazonst with classic Greek pottery design in multishad.ed grey onlays.

Queensland was well represented, having scored two out of the twelve,
by Ji11 Gurney and Margaret Lock. JiIl's Iow-key rBuilding Purulial
was very rewarding on close exarnination with its fastidious blind
tooling highlighted by tiny touches of gold. Margaretrs rFamers

Trumpetr comes in a category of its onn as hers was the onl-y book

printed, illustrated and bound by the one person. The sinpl-e printed
cloth cover was a natural outcome of the paper, type and illustrations
and helped to make a unified. whole - not just a book with a decorative
cover.

The exhibition itself was veTy well set up in a series of large
perspex cubes with enough space so that most of the books could
be held open and were visible from all round. This is particularly
important, as in many cases the end paper and fly-Ieaf treatment is
just as decorative as the outside. Many of the doublures were

morocco or suede, as well as si1k, velvet and marbled paper, often
heavily tooled. Margaret Chandlerrs rThe Heroyacal} Epistlesl
inlays went over the head and tail and were continued onto the
doublure. This good visibility made it easy to admire the bunp-free
joints, detailed headbands and flawless headcaps as well as the varied
treatments of leather joints and apparently seamless corners.

A footnote to the exhibition was a sma11 display of binding
methods, materials and tools put on by the QBG, and not Ieast, some

of Frank Wiesnerrs beautifully crafted traditional equipment which
created much favourable comment.

Was the exhibition a success? Considering there were various
problems concerning publicity, over 4rOOO people found their way to
the second floor of the City Ha1I, which for Brisbane is a good.

number. I went back several tines and there were always at least a

few people who were real}y interested.. From the point of view of
us bookbinders, it cannot be looked on as anything but a great
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auccess, because it has opened our eyes to what is possible, and
what other people are doingl and although we may never manage to
reach such dizzy heights through lack of training and abirity,
surely we will return to our books deternined to do something better
and try something new.

Reviewed by June McNicol

4 1eg1
The 14th of October saw the enC of three weeke,ids in the

Botanic Gardens manning the'iBG stal1r verlr mueh the same as in
previous years, but '*ith a few changes. Due to many different
circumstances there were not as many he1-pers available as in other
years, so we concentrated on selling little notebooks and the usual
bookmarks, as well as explaining to visitors what bookbinding was

all about.
The first weekend. was cold, winCy anC at times, wet, so we were

not surprised at the smalI nurober of visitors. The second weekend.

fu11y mad,e up for the lack as the Gardens were also the siie of
the finals of the Great Paper Chase from Cairns, the',,Iarana
Procession, Swagmanrs Walk and Scoutarana for hundred.s of scouts.
As a result helpers were busy coping with record. crowds and never
even caught a glimpse of the other activities.

The Committee irould like to thank the 12 members who helped
at the weekends anC those who worked at home cutting and assembli.ng

materials for the litt1e books and bookmarks, and providing other
saleable items. The profit this year was 5537 wbich will go

towarCs workshops and buying equipment such as the paring nachine

which will be of great advantage to many of our members. rr{e

want as many people as possibie to benefit from membership of the

Guild, so it is up to all who can to supoort tne Harana activities
in order that we can amass varied resources which will provide
something for everlrone.

II\TIRNATfON:\L BO0K3INDIi'iG CCI"IPITITioll

PRIX PAUL BON:T

ASCCli.\ 1g8i

IAEAT

Inforrnation on

Hon. Sec. There are

Provisional entries
the closing date for

thi-s competition
trvo categories:

must be sent in
finished works

can be obt,ained from the
1z up to 40 years of age

2'. over 4O years

by 1!th No'rember 'l!84 and

is Jlst Jul-y 198r.
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A slide lecture by Mar6aret Lock on the bookbinding designs of Charles

Ricketts and Lucien Pissarro

The Arts and Crafts movernent in England in the fBSOs lead to
artists taking an interest in the design of the book as a whole -
not just the illustration and cover design' but the type of papert

the proportions of the pager the style and arrangement of type and

binding materials. This trend was first seen in childrenrs books

(eg. those of Walter Crane in the 1B7Os) and contemporary literature
(eg J.A.M. Whistlerrs The Gentle Art of Making Enemiesr 189O).

William l"lorrists Kelmscott Press increased public awareness of book

printing as a means of artistic expression. Commercial publishers
such as John Lane made good design a selling point; the publicity
blurbs for his books named. the artist-designers responsible for
the binding design etc. Charles Ricketts and Lucien Pissarro lrere

two of the artists who took advantage of this contemporary interest
in book-making; both established their own private presses in 1895.

Before he established the VaIe Press, Charles Ricketts (1866-lgll)
had worked as an illustrator and. book designer. He designed Thomas

Hardyrs Tess of the d'Urbervilles (1889) and Oscar Wilders A House of
Pomegranates (t8gt) for the publisher James R. Osgood MrIlvaine, and

seven books for Elkin Mathews and John Lane' The cover design of
both Oscar Wildet" Eo"* (t8ge) and John Addington Symons's In the key

of blue and other prose essays (18911 shor the influence of art nouveau

decoration on Ricket+-ts sty1e. The design is assymetrical and uses

a characteristic art nouveau motif: exotic, unnatural foliage with
long sinuous stems sometimes bent in a whiplash. The authorfs name,

the title and other lettering look hand-written rather than in the

standard form of printerst type, and the words (often hyphenated, to
fit) fill irregularly-shaped gaps left in the foliage. (Two earlier
examples of this kind of design are: the title page of Arthur H.

Macmurdors Wrenrs City Churches (tBBl) and Selwyn Imagers cover for
The Tragic llary (1890) by tl'lichaeI Field'.) In 1893 Ricketts
designed Silverpoints, a book of poerns and translations of French poems

by John Gray, Lord de Tableyrs Poems Dranatic and Lyrical, and Daphnis

and Chloe. The cover of Silverpoints is most successful. The slirn,
elongated, format and elegant, restrained design compliment the mood.

of the text. The covers have a repeat pattern of flame-Iike vrillow
Ieaves on a background of stylised water currents, except for the
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rectangle in the upper left corner which contains the lettering. This
organisation of the cover space was used by several designers, one

being the author-ilrustrator Laurence Housman (eg for christina
Rossetti I s Goblin }larket publ j-shed by l,iacmillan l89J , and Housrnan r s

own Green Arras published by John Lane in 1895). In t894 nictetts
designed The sphinx, a poexn by Cscar irlilde, and Hero and Leand.er.
Both cover designs were gold-blocked onto ve11urn. The later has a
linear rectangular framework or grid, with some smaI1 dotsl and a
large leaf set diagonall.l at each of the four corners. Ricketts
later used a less poised and subtle version of this design on the
vale Press shakespeare (J9 vorunres published Apri.I 19oo to mid-190f).
These books were issued in green c1oth, gold-blocked on the spine
and bIind.-embossed on the front cover. Several later bindings relate
to this linearr panel style: the cover of Dedicated (lgr4; the cover
design is unsigned) by rMichael Field' has a fountain und.er an

arbour; in Beyond the Threshold (1929, written by Ricketts under the
pseud.onym Jean Paul Raymond) he returned to an abstract, two-
dimensional scheme. In the latter, I find the objects are too
numerous and heavy, overpovering the linear structure. Several of the
bind.ings of Sybil Pye (a.P571 may have been d.esigned. by Ricketts (or
at least show the influence of his decorative style in the late 192Os).
IIer bindings have a linear gri-d, objects (similar in shape to those
used by Ricketts) used as accents, combined with a pattern of onlays.

' Ricketts and his friend Charles Shannon planned to set up

their own press using the facilities at Ballantynes (a commercial
book printer in Covent Garden). They recei.ved financial backing
from Llewe1yn Hacon. Between f895 and 1!04, the Vale Press published
44 books (not including the Shakespeare), with type, decorative
borders and initials and bindings designed by Ricketts. Simple
case bindings were used: plain c1ozhl quarter binCings with a linen
spine, blue-grey paper boards and printed paper labe1s on the spine
and front cover (influenced by the binding used for some Kelmscott
Press books); and fuIl paper binding. The labe1s are sometirnes

located in the upper corner rather than centred. and the type is
often massed in a tight block at the top of the IabeI; sometines a

few printersr flowers (type ornaments in the for.rn of leaves or
blossoms) are used to fill in a line or the space between worCs, and

are alranged symrnetrically in the (nrainly) blank space at the bottom
of the 1abel. During the first four years of operation, the press
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issued. eleven books quarter bound with a paper spine and patterned
paper boards, a style also used by the Eragny Press. Occasionally
Rj-cketts used different patterned papers for the spine and boards
(eg The Rowleie (Rowley) Poems by Thonnas Chatterton, 1898). This
use of two contrasting patterns may have been influenced by the

kimono patterns seen in Japanese prints, which Ricketts collected.
The pattern motifs generally refer to a theme in the text (egrc
Race of Leaves by rl,lichael Field.' ( tgOO) has oak Leaves, Fair
.Rosamund (a1so by rl"lichael Fieldi, 189?) has roses). Rickettsl
initial use of decorative papers may have been influenced by his
familiarity with Italian printed papers.

Lucien Pissarro (1855-1944), the eldest son of the French

impressionist painter Camille Pissarro, moved to London in 1890.

Like Ricketts, he was an artist-il-lustrator and. wood-engraver. His

style however is different, despite their close association in the
t89Os. Camille Pissarrors letters to his son praise Lucienrs books

for their rsavour of rustic naturer, rnaive good faith and discreet
reserver. Eragny Press books usually have a simple charm and quiett
unaffected character, qualities also found in their decorative
paper bindings. Lucienrs first published book design was for
llargaret Rust's childrenrs fairy t"1" t

pubtished by John Lane in 1894. Pissarro wrote out the text, which

was printed from relief blocks in grey and pinkish-oranget and drew

and engraved the iLlustrations. The binding was vellumg the front
cover was gold-blocked with an iris blossom and leaf bent to form

a Q in the upper right corner. Pissarro set up his Eragny Press in
1895, at first using Rickettsr Vale type and paper and selling
through Hacon and Ricketts. From the beginning he used a quarter
paper style of binding: plain paper spine, patterned board paperr

with the lettering gold-blocked on the spine and upper left of the

front cover ( ie on the spine paper). The Book of Ruth and the Book

of Esther (t8g6) has a white paper spinel and blue-grey boards

printed with six pairs of snovrdrops. In Riquet i Ia houppe (l9O?),
he used a quarter binding with a ve11um spine and plain blue-grey
paper boardsl colour and pattern are provided by the Iabe1, a

quatrefoil design of strawberries anC 1ea'res. The colours used are

the same as those in the wood-engraved illustration at the

beginning of each version of the fairy taIe.
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Silverpoints by John Gray

published by Elkin Mathews &

1891

gold-blocked on green cloth
21.7 x 10.8 cn

In the ke-,- e1' blue by J.A. Symonds

published by Elkin Mathe',vs & John Lane

1891

gold-blocked on cream cloth
22.8 x 1?.1 crn

John Lane

liero and Leander by Christopher Marlowe
& George Chapman

published by Elkin Mathe',rs & John Lane

i894
gold-blocked on veIlum (Uinaing executeC
by Leighton, Son & Hodge)

ZO.J x 1J cn

o
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The Maureen Duke Workshops and Lecture all got off to bad

starts, but without exception, once underway, were extremely
successful.

The Saturday workshop was attended by twelve participants, who

arrived at the Kangaroo Point College to find that the gates and

building were locked. After phone calls and some 1/z hours delay, a

key arrived and we could commence.

History repeated. itself on Sunday, but at the Community Arts
Centre, which was supposed to be open but in fact was not. We were

about to go to the University when a tenant arrived and 1et us j.n.

The delay this time was only about half an hour.
Thenl on Tuesday evening, our slide projector jammed.. Eventually

the offending slide was removed from its innards and the lecture
was able to commence.

Luckily, Maureen Duke is a patient person and takes such

hassles in her stride.
The participants at the ttro workshops nere most impressed with

her wide-ranging knowledge of bookbinding and her great ability to
impart this knowledge.

The Saturday workshop was given over to library bindings in goat

skin, although two of us tried our hand at ve11un bindings. Those who

had not previously worked in leather had, been practising paring for
some weeks. Atthough the bindings could not be quite finished that
day, ue were h.ppy with what had been achieved.

The Sunday workshop was to be devoted to the restoration of cloth
and leather bindings, a).though some people continued for a while on

their Saturday project. We brought along lots of books in various
states of disrepair and sought advice as to the best way to approach
each particular problen. A11 participants were able to benefit from
this, as we gathered round one anotherrs benches to listen to
Maureenl s solutions.

As an initial talk at this workshop, Maureen Duke spoke of the
various methoi.s of binding and finishing she had ernployed for some

two d.ozen of her own books she had brought with her. These fine
bindings we were also allowed to handle and study c1oseIy.
A few exarnplesof the handy information passed on is summarised here:-
To remove scratches fron leather
Damp leather, allow to swe11 and pat with a toothbrush
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To remove marks caused by an excess of Picreator polish
Wipe ol'er whole of book with lighter fluid and brush nith a shoe brush

?o extend sunken cords
For use where sunk cords and sewing are stil-l sound and cords are
cut short. Form hole through last few sections r*ith a needle, on

line of cords. Thread cord to a needle and pu11 through. Fray cords
at end and glue to spine. Lace new cords to boards in normal fashion.

Repairing broken corners of boards

Soak miLl board. Scrape into pieces wi.th a fork. Dry and mix with
PVA. Fix to board using a foil base to prevent adhesion to base.
Make a bit oversize and trim later.

Applying a coloured oattern to leather
Apply blj.nd tool to required pattern. Colour pattern with artists
acrylic paint applied with a brush. Use a magnifying glass if
pattern is complicated.

Rernove as many stains as possible before washing oages

This particularly applies to pencil marks.

l,lashinF pages

Support on nylon sieve. Wash in tepid water for 2O-JO mins. Water

sha1l be distil-1ed or from your refrigerator. Dry on blotting
paper. When almost dry, place in press between blotting paper.

Then size the paper. Use gelatine size or C.M.C. brushed on, the
paper being on a g)-ass plate. Size only one side if it passes

through sheet. Use a hair dryer to lift paper off glass.

Leather dressing
To make leather supple. Good for fragile leather where surfaee has

disappeared.
Anhydrous lanoline 4q"

Neatsfoot oiI 6M
Mix over heat and leave to cooI. Apply sparingly.

The l-ecture on Tuesday is reported elsewhere in this issue.
Suffice it to say, it was an appropriate conclusi.on to a very
stimulating period.

Noel Burnett

\oA *^ No^ vA nr\ VA VA NA NNN;t\{tt\\!\sr$t$e\)
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s9.s. 9.9. g.qlg!B!.!.9 a gltt gAgg
At the guild meeting on 8 August, David Jo1ly gave a

demonstration of slip case construction. David works at the bindery
of the State Library of Queensland.

Three types of board are used for slip cases: strawboard
(cheap, acidic, available 1oca}Iy; this was the kind of board. used

for the demonstration), millboard (heavier, nore rigid, less acidic,
imported from England), and supreme board (tigtrt-weight, scid-freet
and therefore used for rare books I it too is imported).

Method

1. Ihe book must fit the slip case snugly, but not so tightly that
the binding is damaged in trying to remove the book. The following
treasurements give the exterior dimensions of the cas€r They al1ow

room for the turn-in of an ordinary book cIoth, and a bit rnore, so

that the book will slide out by its own weight when the case is
inverted.. A thicker covering material- will require a slightly
Iarger opening (and the case will have correspondi.ngly larger
external dimensions).
For the height of the caser..*hich is also the height of the side boards
(y on diagran a), measure the bookts height plus two pieces of
15oz board held at the bookrs head and tai1.
Por the depth of the case, which is also the width of the side boards,
(x ou diagran a) 1 measure the width of the cover ( from the joint to the
fore-edge of the boards) plus a piece of 15oz board. held at the
fore-edge. The joint should be visible when the book is inserted
in the ca.seo

For the width of the case, measure the thickness of the book at its
wid.est part pLus a piece of 15oz board. held at either side.
The width of the fore-edge, head and tail panels of the case (z on

diagram a) will be the external width of the case minus 2

thicknesses of strawboard. (Strawboard is about 2mrn thick.) The

fore-edge panel is the same height as the side panels and should be

cut with then. The length of the head and tail panels is 1

thickness-of-board less than the width of the side panels (x).

2. Measure and cut the boards as in diagram a. If the case is to
be lined with decorative paper, line the boards no!, and let them dry
thoroughly under a weight.
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Diagram d

,. Assemble the case (see d.iagrams brcrd). Lay one side board

flat on the tabIe. Glue the two long edges of the fore-edge paneI,
and the two long edges and the one short edge on each of the head

and tail panels, and place them in position. If you have cut all
the pieces of board at 9Oo to the surface, they will sit up

straight and. allow you to pLace the other side panel on top. To

avoid drips when gluing: brush some pva onto a waste sheet; tap the
edges in this to pick up the g1ue. Let the case sit for an hour to dry.

4. Cut a large rectangle of c1oth. Glue the fore-edge panel on the
case thoroughly wi.th pva. Position the case in the middle of the
cloth. Rub d.own well with a bone folder, creasing the edges.

5. Cut away the excess cloth.
For the wid.th of the sides: Iay the box on each side in tura. Cut the
cloth l/et'from the spine edge (see diagram e). David Jo1ly used a
heavy millboard ruler that was lztt wide to ensu:'e a uniform turn-in.
Place a set square against the spine edge in line with the inside
edge of the head and tail panels and cut almost to the crease to
create the turn-in flap (see diagrams fri).
For the width of the head and tail strips: stand the case on the
fore-eCge paneI. Place the set square against the head and tail, in

it
d^
E,.!)

fi
d

,

side

Diag'rarn I Diag'ramc
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line with each side in turn, and cut almost up to the
head. and tail panels (see diagram g).
For the length of the head and tail strips: stand the
head and tail panels in turn. Cut the cloth parallel
create a unifrom /atr turn-in.
For the hei6ht of the sides (which includ.es the flaps covgri
head and tail panels): measure half the width -or +h6--.tread. or tail
paneI. t'Iith the case sitting on its fore-edge paneI, p3-ace the set
square against the i;ide, out frofi the head (or tail) by this
amount (or perhaps just a little more. Cut one side and test before
cutting the other.) (See diagram h.)
Cut away the bulk a.I the fore-edge corners of the head. and tail by

cutting out a smal1 triangle of cloth on the side flapr next to
the head and tail strips (see diagram i)"
Make a cut on the side turn-in in line with the exterior of the
head and tail panels. Cut away the bulk at the spine edge corners
( see di-agram i). As before, stop about one-eighth of an inch from

the turn-in crease, so that the cloth that wiLl cover the edge or
the thickness of the boards is not cut.

6. Paste one side of the cloth wi+-h pva. Stretch the cloth
smoothly onto the side panel and rub it down weII, creasing the
turn-in sharply so that it lies flat along the edge. FoId in the
head part of the turn-in first; then the thin strip (which is just
as wide as the thickness of the board) at a slight diagonal I and

then the side turn-in (see diagram J). Then paste and rub down

the other side. If the cloth is shiny and water-repe1Iant, once

the paste has dried, lightly sand the part of the side flap which

covers the head and tai1. Lastly, paste the head and tail strips,
and rub down smoothly in position, taking care with the turn-ins.

edge of the

case on its
to the edge to

1.\' . ^"9
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24 oz. 16 oZoBoard s
Bone FolCers

Bookcloths

Brushes

Endpapers

Foil

Ileadband s

treather
Irianilla
llull
Pallets
Pari-ng Knive s
Paste,/Glue

Repair Paper

Thread.

le

). UU

4.00
i.CCf n.- -^ /
)t)w/L-rc
- -^ I).)./n'.
- -- 

I
A t ^ ln
)o l)/ -\.
8.00
2 .00

qa
. 2v

trn

)w
7.\
)9
30

A^.^,
'T . VV

on /^L9 / .,r.
a^l/' I I frLV I Lt\ o

_t)/n'
7 .5a/n"

ca /^)w / )-:L .
t ca /-| .LVl rlio

roan 1 .00 bun.
1.00
-t c,-t /*I . U.J/ -r1 o

10.00
2.50
2"00
2 "5C

)w
1,0c
,4 =n"i. )v

3 -OO
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i"
5"
Buclcran
Crash Canvas
Coverex
Ruskin
25 flrrr]o

Sma1l all purpose
Canson or slmilar
Grandee
Brigad o on
Cartrldge
M.G. lltho
llarbled
Gold. 70 m-m, wid e
Black, white 70 mm.
Blue 25 nri1. wide
Gold. - 18 ct. 25 cm.
Soft
Cane
Offcuts only - maroon

t.ri ,l o

wrd.e

pinhead

1 f 1'o"

1o5'o ( iCO gn. )
2O2;I " " (acid free)
Japanese t'issue (1rSht)

n , (heavy)
2 ply lj-nen (nank)
1 ply linel (spoo1)

+t Prices subject to variation according to size of sheet.

The abcve prices apllJ to existing stocks only and sone increase
can be expected when new supplies are ordered.

Postage is apcl icable lvher: gooas ha-re to be sent.

1'fith the exception of bockcloihs, Psstes, glues and tools,
the above con'riod itj-es ere stored. in our meeting roon. Should.
the forrner be requirei, please ccntact the Purchasing Officer
(B4S-5 6)1) on the l,toni.alr before the next rneeting"

I{embers 3re renindeC that the Guile has arrailable for memberst
use a leather paring machine, snall blocliing press ani. a
representative range of type. ?n:se can be borrc,.ted , free ci

6 charge, f or oile week ai a tine, hovrever a fee will- be chargei
_ if nct returned by tre due Cat:.

A hani. chase, fin;-:;h:-n3 stcve anC tools nay alsc be taker: ou;
on f oall by trose menbers rvishinr3 to gain exieri ence in hani
finishing.

- Pl-ease contaci tire lulcrasing Officer if inierested-.
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EMBERS

We would like to welcome the following new members to the Q3G:-
I"lr. Graham Burgess, P.O. Box 5151, Toowoomba 4i1O

Mrs. Christine Barron, P.O. Box 87 (3rowns Creek Rd) Yandina
Mr. Ron Hi11, J Kogarah St, Holland Park liest, Brisbane 412t
Mr. John Keogh, 88 ltirott St, Cairns 48/O

Mrs. Kate Lohse, 1 Staveley Parade, Blackheath, NSI' 27$5

Mr. Peter McGregor, 144 Kenmore Rd, Fig Tree Pocket, Brisbane
Dr. Cathryn Mittelheuser, 20 Cottesmore St, Fig Tree Pocket,
Mrs. Audrey Morris, Jl Kangaloon St, Jindalee, Brisbane 4O74

Miss Sheree I'lorris, 57 Kangalooa St, Jindalee, Brisbane 4O74

455t

Ni'/ {

4059

Brisbane 405!

I9Ii
Anong the many interesting aspects of book restoration which

Maureen Duke touched on vas beating very o1d books with care and

respect, not only for their fragile state but also for health reasons.
Mould and spores residing in the o1d books can stiI1 be active and

perhaps potent and under no circumstances should you put such books

to your nose to sme11 the leather. While',rorking on these books,

restorers wear white cotton gloves and cotton face masks.

In very early years, paper for books was hand made mostly
using cloth and there is some well-considered opinion that sheets
used to cover boCies in the era of bubonic plague could have been

used.

Our Secretary, June McNicol r*as made aware of this danger of
old books. During her recent visit to Englandr she was told of a

book being found in a marsh anC the person who wcrked on its
restoration developed a skin complaint which the doctor sai.d did
not match any present-day skin allergies.

Roy Johnston

rr2 I9g I
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